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Abstract. In this study, we have investigated the performance of liquid-environment
FM-AFM with various cantilevers having diﬀerent dimensions from theoretical and
experimental aspects. The results show that the reduction of the cantilever dimensions
provides improvement in the minimum detectable force as long as the tip height is
suﬃciently long compared with the width of the cantilever. However, we also found two
important issues to be overcome to achieve this theoretically-expected performance.
The stable photothermal excitation of a small cantilever requires much higher pointing
stability of an excitation laser beam than that for a long cantilever. We present a way
to satisfy this stringent requirement using a temperature controlled laser diode module
and a polarization-maintaining optical ﬁber. Another issue is associated with the tip.
While a small carbon tip formed by electron beam deposition (EBD) is desirable for
small cantilevers, we found that an EBD tip is not suitable for atomic-scale applications
due to the weak tip-sample interaction. Here we present that the tip-sample interaction
can be greatly enhanced by coating the tip with Si. With these improvements, we
demonstrate atomic-resolution imaging of mica in liquid using a small cantilever with
a megahertz-order resonance frequency. In addition, we experimentally demonstrate
the improvement in the minimum detectable force obtained by the small cantilever in
the measurements of oscillatory hydration forces.

PACS numbers: 07.79.Lh, 68.37.Ps
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1. Introduction
Frequency modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM)[1] has traditionally been
used for atomic-scale investigations on various materials in vacuum[2]. However, recent
advancements in its instrumentation[3] have made it possible to operate FM-AFM
with true atomic resolution even in liquid[4], which has opened up new applications
in chemistry[5, 6] and biology[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. To obtain true atomicresolution images by FM-AFM, it is required to detect short-range interaction force
acting between the tip front atom and surface atom. Althogh the minimum detectable
force (Fmin ) required for it depends on various conditions, it typically falls in the range
of 10–100 pN. In vacuum, this condition can be easily satisﬁed due to the high Q factor
of the cantilever resonance (Q = 1,000–100,000). However, this can barely be satisﬁed
in liquid even with the optimal operating conditions owing to the low Q factor (Q =
1–10). Such a narrow margin of the performance often leads to the low eﬃciency and
reproducibility in experiments and practically limits the application range.
The theoretical limit of Fmin in FM-AFM is ultimately determined by the cantilever
parameters such as Q, resonance frequency (f0 ) and spring constant (k)[1]. Among
them, k is often determined by the application purpose so that it is often impossible to
vary it for the improvement in Fmin . The enhancement of Q-factor in liquid generally
leads to an increase of k, giving little improvement in Fmin . Thus, previous eﬀorts have
mainly been focused on the enhancement of f0 to obtain a higher force sensitivity and
faster time response. One of the major strategies for this is to reduce the cantilever size.
By reducing the cantilever size in an appropriate manner, f0 can be increased without
giving a signiﬁcant change in k and Q.
Although advantages of using a small cantilever have theoretically been expected,
it was practically very challenging at the early stage of AFM development. However,
now the situation has been changed by the technical advancements. Several groups
have presented practical ways to fabricate small cantilevers with a high resonance
frequency[16, 17, 18]. In addition, several sophisticated designs for low noise and
wideband deﬂection sensors for small cantilevers have been proposed[19, 20, 3, 21, 22,
23].
So far, applications of small cantilevers have mainly been focused on the highspeed imaging in liquid using amplitude modulation AFM (AM-AFM)[24, 16, 25].
These previous works demonstrated the improved time response of dynamic-mode AFM
obtained by the small cantilevers. However, the advantages of using small cantilevers
also include the improvements in Fmin . Thus, it should also be eﬀective for improving
Fmin in FM-AFM. To date, there have been no reports on the atomic-scale FM-AFM
applications using small cantilevers with megahertz-order f0 in liquid. Therefore, it has
remained unclear if there are any practical issues that may prevent such an application.
For example, it has not been experimentally veriﬁed if the enhancement of f0
actually provides the theoretically expected improvement. Due to the hydrodynamic
damping caused by the water squeezed between a cantilever and sample surface,
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signiﬁcant reduction of Q is expected[26, 27, 28], which may cancel out the improvement
obtained by the enhanced f0 . Such “squeeze ﬁlm eﬀect” may become prominent when
a small cantilever with a short tip is used.
Another important issue is the stability. The atomic-scale applications typically
require higher stability than the high-speed applications. Thus, it has been questioned
if such a high stability can be obtained with a small cantilever with a high f0 . In
particular, in FM-AFM, a cantilever is driven with a feedback circuit based on the
phase of the cantilever deﬂection signal. Therefore, the stable operation of FM-AFM
imposes more stringent requirements on the detection and excitation of the cantilever
oscillation than in the case of AM-AFM.
Furthermore, some of the recently developed small cantilevers have a carbon tip
formed by electron beam deposition (EBD). All of the atomic-scale FM-AFM images
reported so far have been obtained by a Si tip. Thus, it has been unclear if such an
EBD tip is applicable to atomic-scale applications.
In this study, we aim at improving Fmin obtained in liquid by FM-AFM using small
cantilevers having a megahertz-order f0 . First, we compared the FM-AFM performance
obtained by various cantilevers having diﬀerent dimensions near and far from the sample
surface. We discuss the improvement obtained by the reduction of the cantilever size
from both theoretical and experimental aspects. Secondly, we clarify the practical issues
to be overcome for applying a small cantilever to atomic-scale FM-AFM experiments:
instability of the cantilever excitation and weak interaction between an EBD tip and
surface. We also present ways to overcome these diﬃculties. Finally, we demonstrate
stable atomic-resolution FM-AFM imaging of a cleaved mica surface in liquid using a
small cantilever. In addition, we experimentally demonstrate the improvement in Fmin
obtained by the small cantilever in the measurements of oscillatory hydration forces.
2. Experimental details
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the cantilevers were obtained by S3000N (Hitachi). The AFM experiments were performed by a custom-built AFM head
with an ultralow noise cantilever deﬂection sensor[3, 29] and a photothermal excitation
setup[30]. The AFM head was controlled with a commercially available AFM controller
(ARC2: Asylum Research). This controller was also used for the measurements of
frequency spectral density distributions. The cantilever excitation was performed with
a commercially available oscillation controller (OC4: SPECS). This controller was also
used for the measurements of deﬂection spectral density distributions. The FM-AFM
imaging was performed with a constant frequency shift (∆f ) mode. During the imaging
the cantilever oscillation amplitude (A) was kept constant. The sample used for the
FM-AFM imaging was a round disk of muscovite mica (01877-MB: SPI Supplies).
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3. Improvement obtained by small cantilevers
3.1. Calculations from cantilever dimensions
(a) NCH

(b) NCVH
20 µm

20 µm

100 µm

100 µm
(c) UHF

(d) USC
20 µm

20 µm

100 µm

100 µm

Figure 1. SEM images of the cantilevers used in this study.

Table 1. Cantilever dimensions measured from SEM images. The UHF cantilever has
a triangular shape so that the averaged width is given in the table. k, f0∗ and Q∗ were
∗
was
calculated from the cantilever dimensions and equations (1), (3) and (4). Fmin
calculated from these parameters and equation (10). B = 100 Hz. T = 298 K. ρ =
997.044 kg/m3 . µ = 0.89 mPa·s. E = 170 GPa (NCH, NCVH and UHF) or 76.3 GPa
(USC). ρc = 2330 kg/m3 (NCH, NCVH and UHF) or 3700 kg/m3 (USC).

NCH
NCVH
UHF
USC

`
[µm]

w
[µm]

t
[µm]

h
[µm]

H

k
[N/m]

f0∗
[MHz]

Q∗

∗
Fmin
[pN]

136.4
60.5
34.4
11.1

30.2
13.2
20.7
4.8

3.69
1.86
1.27
0.82

13.9
13.0
4.2
2.2

0.46
0.98
0.20
0.46

25.6
17.4
—
29.0

0.13
0.34
—
2.83

6.0
4.7
—
5.0

4.2
2.4
—
1.0

In this experiment, we used four diﬀerent types of cantilevers supplied by Nanoworld
(Neuchâtel, Switzerland): NCH, NCVH, UHF and USC (prototype). Figure 1
shows SEM images of the cantilevers. The cantilever dimensions (length: `, width:
w, thickness: t, tip height: h) were measured by other SEM images with higher
magniﬁcations (not shown here) as shown in table 1. Among the four cantilever types,
NCH is the largest and most commonly used for atomic-scale FM-AFM imaging in liquid
as well as in vacuum[31]. USC is the smallest one and has recently been developed for
high-speed AFM applications. UHF has a triangular shape while the others have a
rectangular shape. The width of the UHF cantilever described in table 1 is the average
value, namely, a half of the width measured at the ﬁxed end of the cantilever.
From the cantilever dimensions, k, f0 and Q can be calculated with several
assumptions. Assuming that the cantilever has a uniform rectangular cross section
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and no tip, k and f0 in vacuum are given by[2]
Ewt3
,
(1)
4`3 s
t E
,
(2)
f0 = 0.162 2
` ρc
where E and ρc denote the Young’s modulus and density of the cantilever material.
The resonance frequency and Q-factor in liquid (f0∗ and Q∗ ) are generally much
smaller than the values in vacuum and given by[32]
k =

f0
f0∗ = q
,
1 + (πρw/4ρc t)Γr

(3)

(4ρc t/πρw) + Γr
,
(4)
Γi
where ρ denotes the density of the liquid. Γr and Γi are the real and imaginary parts
of the hydrodynamic function and given by[32, 27]
3.7997
,
(5)
Γr = 1.0553 + √
Re
3.8018 2.7364
.
(6)
+
Γi = √
Re
Re
(7)
Q∗ =

Re denotes the modiﬁed Reynolds number and given by[32]
Re =

πρf0∗ w2
,
2µ

(8)
(9)

where µ is the viscosity of the liquid.
From these equations and the cantilever geometry, we have calculated k, f0∗ and Q∗
in water as shown in table 1. Note that the equations shown above are not applicable to
a triangular cantilever so that the parameters are not calculated for the UHF cantilever.
While k and Q∗ show no clear dependence on the cantilever dimensions, f0 is greatly
enhanced as the cantilever dimensions are reduced.
From the calculated cantilever parameters, Fmin obtained by FM-AFM in liquid
∗
(Fmin ) can be calculated. Assuming that the cantilever vibration amplitude (A) is small
∗
is given by[1]
enough to consider the force gradient to be constant, Fmin
s

4kkB T B
,
(10)
πf0 Q∗
where kB , T and B are the Boltzmann’s constant, absolute temperature and bandwidth
∗
at B =
of the measurement, respectively. From this equation, we have calculated Fmin
∗
100 Hz for each cantilever as shown in table 1. The result shows that Fmin is greatly
reduced by the reduction of the cantilever size. Compared with the NCH cantilever,
∗
. This improvement is achieved mainly by
the USC cantilever has four times better Fmin
∗
the enhancement of f0 . These results suggest that the use of small cantilevers should
∗
Fmin

=
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∗
improve Fmin
in FM-AFM at a tip position far from the surface. In practice, however,
the cantilever is brought close to a sample surface. Hence, the Q damping caused by
the squeeze ﬁlm eﬀect should be taken into account as discussed below.

Deflection spectral density [fm/√Hz]

3.2. Measurements of cantilever properties
25
USC cantilever
k = 27.5 N/m

20

15

dts = 100 nm
Q * = 6.3
f0* = 3.03 MHz

dts > 2 mm
Q * = 7.5
f0* = 3.10 MHz

10

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

Frequency [MHz]

Figure 2. Deﬂection spectral density distributions measured in water with the USC
cantilever near (dts = 100 nm) and far (dts > 2 mm) from the surface.

Table 2. Cantilever parameters measured in pure water. The parameters were
obtained by ﬁtting the deﬂection spectral density distribution measured near (dts =
100 nm) and far (dts > 2 mm) from the surface for each cantilever. The values for
∗
were calculated from these parameters, B = 100 Hz and equation (10).
Fmin
k
[N/m]

f0∗
[MHz]

Q∗

Q damping

∗
Fmin
[pN]

NCH

Far
Near

15.0
15.0

0.11
0.11

7.1
6.3

—
−11.3%

3.2
3.4

NCVH

Far
Near

7.0
7.0

0.21
0.20

5.4
4.9

—
−9.3%

1.8
1.9

UHF

Far
Near

15.2
15.2

1.36
1.31

8.3
6.4

—
−22.9%

0.84
0.97

USC

Far
Near

27.5
27.5

3.10
3.03

7.5
6.3

—
−15.8%

0.79
0.87

We measured k, f0∗ and Q∗ in water on mica near and far from the sample surface
(table 2) by following procedure. First, we measured a static-mode force curve on mica
and calibrated the sensitivity of the cantilever deﬂection sensor. Second, we measured
the deﬂection spectral density distribution near (dts = 100 nm) and far (dts > 2 mm)
from the surface. Figure 2 shows examples of such spectra measured with the USC
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cantilever. The spectra show clear peaks corresponding to the thermal vibration of the
cantilever, which means that the noise from the cantilever deﬂection sensor is negligible
compared with the thermal noise at the frequency range around f0∗ . This data ensures
that the FM-AFM performance is not inﬂuenced by the deﬂection sensor noise. We
also conﬁrmed that this condition is met for the other three types of cantilevers. By
ﬁtting the measured spectra, we have obtained k, f0∗ and Q∗ for each cantilever as shown
∗
calculated from these experimentally measured
in table 2. The table also shows Fmin
cantilever parameters and equation (10).
Here we ﬁrst consider the values measured far from the surface. As for k and
∗
Q , no clear dependence on the cantilever size is observed. Although k and Q∗ show
some variations, they are within the range of fabrication error. On the contrary, f0∗
shows signiﬁcant increase with reducing the cantilever size. For example, f0∗ of the
USC cantilever is 30 times higher than that of the NCH cantilever. These results
approximately correspond to the theoretical estimates shown in table 1. The diﬀerence
between the theory and experiment comes from several factors, including the mass
of the tip, measurement error of the cantilever dimensions, oversimpliﬁcation of the
cantilever geometry. Nevertheless, the order of the measured values correspond to that
of the calculated ones. These results show that the theoretical estimation based on
the simple rectangular beam model is eﬀective to predict the FM-AFM performance in
liquid obtained with the practical cantilevers.
Comparing the values obtained near and far from the surface, we found little
diﬀerence in f0∗ (less than 5%). Thus, the reduction of f0∗ should hardly inﬂuence
on the AFM performance. In contrast, Q∗ shows much larger damping upon the
tip approach (9.3–22.9%) owing to the squeeze ﬁlm eﬀect. Such Q damping caused
by the solid surface has been extensively studied from theoretical and experimental
aspects[33, 34, 26, 27, 28]. These previous studies suggested that the Q∗ of a rectangular
beam starts to decrease at the lever-sample distance (dls ) corresponding to the cantilever
width. Practically, dls during AFM experiments roughly agree with the tip height[26].
Thus, we have calculated the tip height (H) normalized by w as shown in table 1.
For the UHF cantilever, the cantilever width is not uniform so that the tip height was
normalized by the averaged lever width (20.7 µm).
While the UHF cantilever having the lowest H shows the largest Q damping, the
NCVH cantilever having the highest H shows the smallest Q damping. This is consistent
with the expectation that a higher H gives a smaller Q damping. However, the USC
cantilever shows a larger Q damping than the NCH cantilever in spite of the same
value of H. These results suggest that H can be used for the rough estimation of
the Q damping yet some errors may arise from the oversimpliﬁcation of the cantilever
geometry. For example, the NCH, NCVH and USC cantilevers have a trapezoidal cross
section with a shorter side near the surface. Thus, the eﬀective cantilever width may be
smaller than the averaged values shown in table 1.
To gain insight into the minimum H value required for suppressing the Q damping
within an acceptable range, we have measured the dependence of the deﬂection spectral
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20
15

6

dls = 600 nm
dls = 100 nm

5
dls > 2 mm

4
Q factor

Deflection spectral density [fm/√Hz]

(a)

10
USC cantilever
k = 19.3 N/m
Q* = 6.1 at dls > 2 mm

5
0

8

1

2
3
4
Frequency [MHz]

3
2

USC cantilever
k = 19.3 N/m
Q* = 6.1 at dls > 2 mm

1
5

0
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Lever-sample Distance [µm]

Figure 3. (a) Dependence of deﬂection spectral density distributions on dls measured
in water using the USC cantilever without a tip (` = 12.8 µm, w = 3.2 µm, t = 1.0
µm, h = 2.2 µm). Note that the USC cantilever used in this experiment is diﬀerent
from the one used for obtaining the results shown in tables 1 and 2. (b) Dependence
of Q∗ on dls .

density distributions on dls (not dts ) using a USC cantilever without tip [ﬁgure 3(a)].
The spectra show signiﬁcant decrease in the peak frequency (i.e. f0∗ ) and increase in the
peak width with reducing dls . By ﬁtting each spectrum measured at diﬀerent dls, we
have measured Q∗ dependence on dls as shown in ﬁgure 3(b). Compared with the value
measured far from the surface (Q∗ = 6.1), Q∗ measured at dls = 600 nm (H = 0.18)
shows 21.3% damping while that measured at dls = 100 nm (H = 0.03) shows 57.4%
damping. These results suggest that the signiﬁcant part of the Q damping takes place
at the distance range of H < 0.2. Thus, it is strongly recommended to avoid designing
a cantilever with H less than 0.2.
∗
of the USC cantielver is four times smaller than that of
Table 2 shows that Fmin
the NCH cantilever. This corresponds to the theoretical estimate shown in table 1.
The result reveals that Fmin of FM-AFM should be improved by reducing the cantilever
size as predicted by the theory even with a small cantilever near the surface. However,
this is true only when the tip height is not too short compared with the width of the
∗
for the tip-less USC cantilever is 1.53
cantilever (at least H >0.2). For example, Fmin
∗
=
pN at dls = 100 nm, which is much larger than that for the UHF cantilever (Fmin
0.97 pN). Therefore, if the tip height is too short, the improvement obtained by the
reduction of the cantilever size can be cancelled out by the Q damping.
4. Practical issues in using small cantilevers
4.1. Instability of cantilever excitation
4.1.1. Cantilever excitation methods To achieve the theoretically-limited performance
given by equation (10), we should overcome two technical diﬃculties: the detection and
excitation of the cantilever oscillation. So far, a number of detection techniques for a
small cantilever have been reported[19, 20, 3, 21, 22, 23]. In contrast, the excitation
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method for a small cantilever has yet to be established.
The excitation method using a piezoelectric actuator has been most commonly
used[35]. However, the amplitude and phase versus frequency curves obtained by this
method show large distortions due to the vibrations at the spurious resonances in the
cantilever and sample holders. Another technique is the magnetic excitation[36]. The
major problem of this technique is the limited availability of the magnetically coated
cantilevers. These problems are particularly serious for small cantilevers.
Because of these reasons, we have used the photothermal excitation method[37].
In the method, a cantilever backside is coated with a gold thin ﬁlm. A laser beam
with the power modulated at the excitation frequency is irradiated to the backside of
the cantilever. Due to the diﬀerence in the thermal expansion coeﬃcient between the
cantilever material and gold, the modulated laser beam excites the cantilever oscillation.
Small cantilevers usually come with a gold backside coating to provide enough
reﬂectivity of the laser beam for the optical deﬂection sensing. Thus, the requirement
for a gold thin ﬁlm hardly limits the applicability of the photothermal excitation method.
In addition, the laser power can be easily modulated with a frequency to gigahertz order
so that there is practically no upper limit for the excitation frequency. The laser spot
size on the cantilever backside can be reduced to as small as a few micrometers and
hence the method is applicable to most of the small cantilevers with micrometer-scale
dimensions. These advantages make the method ideal for driving a small cantilever.
4.1.2. Photothermal excitation with ACC and APC drivers In this study, we found
an important problem of the photothermal excitation method that prevents the stable
operation of FM-AFM with a small cantilever. Figure 4 shows frequency spectral density
(nf ) distribution measured in water. The laser diode used for the cantilever excitation
was driven by an automatic power constant (APC) or automatic current constant (ACC)
circuit. The solid lines show the experimentally measured spectra while the dotted
lines show the frequency spectral density (nf B ) corresponding to the noise arising from
the thermal Brownian motion of the cantilever. The values of nf B were calculated by
following equation[3, 38].
nf B =

s

kB T f0
,
πkQ∗d A2

(11)

where Q∗d is the apparent Q-factor calculated from the slope of a phase versus frequency
curve obtained in liquid. The bandwidth of the PLL was set at 1 kHz. Thus, nf shows
a sharp decrease around 1 kHz.
From 10 Hz to 1 kHz, all the spectra in ﬁgure 4 show good agreement with nf B .
However, the spectra obtained with the ACC driver show an increase from nf B at
the frequency range below 10 Hz. This low frequency noise becomes more and more
prominent with reducing the cantilever size. In this study, we found that this low
frequency noise can be greatly suppressed by replacing the ACC driver with an APC
driver. For the NCH, NCVH and UHF cantilevers, this improvement was eﬀective
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Figure 4. Frequency spectral density distributions measured in water. The solid lines
show experimentally measured spectra while the dotted lines show nf B calculated from
equation (11).

enough to allow stable operation of FM-AFM. For the USC cantilever, however, the low
frequency noise still remains [ﬁgure 4(h)].
The improvement achieved by the APC driver suggests that the low frequency noise
is caused by the laser power ﬂuctuation. However, we experimentally conﬁrmed that the
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averaged power of the excitation laser beam driven by the ACC driver is as stable as that
by the APC driver. In the photothermal excitation, the delay caused by the thermal
expansion should be dependent on the laser beam position rather than the power of it.
Thus, the observed instability is more likely to be caused by the pointing instability of
the laser beam.

Polarization-maintaining optical fiber

Polarizing
beam splitter

(a)
Collimation lens

Focus lens
Temperature
controlled unit

LD

ACC driver

Cantilever

Excitation signal

(b)

(c)

4

100

Frequency Shift [kHz]

3
2

APC

Frequency PSD [Hz/√Hz]a

Q* = 8 (Qd* = 16)
f0* = 3.09 MHz
A = 0.1 nm
k = 27.5 N/m

1
0
-1
-2
0

ACC+TEC
2

4
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1
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1000
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic drawing of the setup for the photothermal excitation using
PMF and ACC+TEC driver. (b) Time dependence of the frequency shift signal
measured with the APC and ACC+TEC drivers. (c) Frequency spectral density
distribution measured with the ACC+TEC driver. The measurements were performed
in water using the USC cantilever.

4.1.3. Photothermal excitation with ACC+TEC driver To improve the pointing
stability of the laser beam, we have made several modiﬁcations as shown in ﬁgure 5(a).
The laser diode module driven by an ACC driver was integrated into a temperature
controlled (TEC) unit. In addition, the laser beam from the unit is transmitted
through a polarization-maintaining optical ﬁber (PMF), which is known to be more
immune to the mechanical vibration and temperature drift than a standard single mode
ﬁber. The output from the PMF ﬁber is irradiated to the backside of a cantilever
through a collimation lens, a polarizing beam splitter and a focus lens. Owing to
these modiﬁcations, the laser beam proﬁle becomes closer to a Gaussian proﬁle and the
pointing stability has been greatly improved.
Figure 5(b) shows time dependence of the frequency shift signal measured in water
with the APC and ACC+TEC drivers. The frequency shift signal measured with the
APC driver shows much larger ﬂuctuation than that obtained with the ACC+TEC
driver. The result shows that the modiﬁcations that we made are eﬀective to reduce
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(b) With tip

1 nm
(c) With Si-coated EBD tip

2 nm

Figure 6. FM-AFM images of a cleaved mica surface obtained in PBS solution using
USC cantilevers. (a) With non-coated tip (Q = 4.8, f0 = 2.7 MHz, ∆f = 27.8 kHz,
A = 0.63 nm, 65 sec/frame). (b) Without tip (Q = 4.2, f0 = 2.9 MHz, ∆f = 29.0 kHz,
A = 0.31 nm, 65 sec/frame). The inset shows an SEM image of the USC cantilever
obtained after the experiment. (c) With Si-coated tip (Q = 10, f0 = 3.1 MHz,
∆f = 1.64 kHz, A = 0.34 nm, 65 sec/frame). The thickness of the Si coat was 30
nm.

the low frequency noise. In fact, nf measured with the ACC+TEC driver [ﬁgure 5(c)]
shows good agreement with nzB even at the frequency range less than 10 Hz.
We have not tried to use APC+TEC setup because of the following reason.
In general, it has been known that ACC+TEC provides better stability and noise
performance than APC+TEC. In APC, noise from a laser beam and a monitor
photodiode is fed back to the laser drive current. Thus, it tends to increase the
noise compared to ACC. The main reason to use APC drive is to suppress the power
ﬂuctuation caused by the temperature drift of the laser diode. Therefore, as long as the
temperature is well controlled with a TEC setup, the use of APC drive increases the
output noise without improving the stability.
4.2. Weak interaction between EBD tip and surface
As the cantilever size is reduced, it becomes diﬃcult to fabricate a sharp tip at its
end. In addition, the mass of the tip becomes non-negligible compared with that of the
cantilever body, leading to a decrease of f0 . This partially cancels out the enhancement
of f0 obtained by the reduction of the cantilever size. To solve this problem, the USC
cantilever is equipped with an EBD tip. Owing to the small mass, the increase of f0
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caused by the EBD tip is negligible.
However, in this study, we found great diﬃculties in using the EBD tip for an
atomic-resolution imaging. Figure 6(a) shows an FM-AFM image of a cleaved mica
surface obtained in phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS) solution by the USC cantilever with
the EBD tip. Although the force detection was sensitive and the tip-sample distance
regulation was stable, we were not able to obtain atomic-resolution images.
To gain insight into the inﬂuence of the EBD tip, we crashed the tip into the surface
and removed it. The detachment of the tip from the cantilever was conﬁrmed by the
signiﬁcant decrease of the Q factor during the imaging. In addition, it is also conﬁrmed
by the SEM image of the cantilever obtained after the experiment [inset in ﬁgure 6(b)].
After the tip crash, it suddenly became possible to obtain an atomic-resolution image
as shown in ﬁgure 6(b). As the tip was completely removed from the cantilever, it is
most likely that the edge of the cantilever worked as a tip during the imaging. These
results suggest that the diﬃculty in obtaining an atomic-resolution image is not caused
by the USC cantilever but by the EBD tip.
We observed such changes caused by the tip crash using two diﬀerent USC
cantilevers and conﬁrmed the reproducibility. We also performed similar experiments
on calcite surface in pure water and found that we were not able to obtain clear atomicresolution images on this surface either. This result suggests that the problem is not
speciﬁc to a mica surface but is more general.
A surface consisting of carbon atoms, such as highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) surface, is known to be relatively inert and hence diﬃcult to image by FMAFM. Thus, the interaction between the carbon EBD tip and sample surface should be
relatively weak. This accounts for the diﬃculty in obtaining an atomic-resolution image
by the EBD tip. To overcome this problem, we coated an EBD tip with Si by sputtering
method (thickness: 30 nm). With the Si coated EBD tip, we were able to obtain a clear
atomic-resolution image of mica as shown in ﬁgure 6(c). The result shows that the Si
coating makes it possible to obtain atomic-resolution images even with a carbon EBD
tip.
According to the manufacturer and our SEM experiments, the sharpness of the
tip is almost the same for all the cantilevers including the USC cantilever (≈ 10 nm).
However, the Si coating with 30 nm thickness should increase the tip radius. For atomicresolution imaging of a ﬂat surface using small A, the increase of the tip radius hardly
aﬀects on the image quality as the short-range interaction between the tip front atom
and surface topmost atom predominantly contributes to the frequency shift. However,
the increase of the tip radius may increase the tip artifact if the tip is scanned on a
surface having nanoscale corrugations.
For the oscillation amplitude, it has been experimentally and theoretically shown
that the optimal value roughly corresponds to the interaction length of the force to be
detected[39]. In the case of atomic-scale imaging, the interaction length of atom-atom
interaction is approximately a few Angstroms. In the actual experiment, we adjust A
for optimizing the image quality and typically ﬁnd that 0.2–0.3 nm is the optimal value.
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This was also true of the experiments using the USC cantilever.
So far, several research groups (including us) have shown clear atomic-resolution
images of mica in liquid[4, 7]. The image quality depends not only on the force sensitivity
but also on other factors such as the tip apex, solution condition and measurement
bandwidth. Thus, it is very diﬃcult to quantitatively show the improvement in Fmin
from the image quality. Therefore, we decided to make such quantitative discussions
using force curve data as shown below.
5. Measurements of hydration forces
To experimentally conﬁrm the improvement in Fmin , we measured ∆f versus distance
curves on mica in PBS solution using NCH and USC cantilevers [ﬁgures 7(a) and 7(b)].
The both ∆f curves show an oscillatory proﬁle with a peak spacing of 0.3–0.4 nm. Such
an oscillatory force has been attributed to the interaction between a tip and hydration
layers formed on a mica surface[4, 40].
The ∆f curves are smoothed by averaging ten adjacent data points and are
converted to force versus distance curves [ﬁgures 7(c) and 7(d)] using the formula
reported by Sader and Jarvis[41]. The obtained force curves show similar values. For
example, the diﬀerence between the largest peak and valley in the force curves is 0.17
and 0.20 nN for the NCH and USC cantilevers, respectively. In addition to these values,
some of the physical quantities used in the following discussions are summarized in table
3.
Table 3. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated values of Sf , δf and
Fmin . The experimental values were obtained by analyzing the data shown in ﬁgure 7.
The theoretical values were calculated from the cantilever parameters and equations
(12), (11) and (10). The ratio in the table denotes the ratio of the values for the USC
cantilever devided by those for the NCH cantilever. Figures in the parentheses show
errors in the calculated values with respect to the measured ones.
Sf [THz/N]

δf [Hz]

Fmin [pN]

NCH

Exp.
Calc.

5.65
13.0 (130%)

60.4
58.6 (−3.0%)

10.7
4.51 (−59%)

USC

Exp.
Calc.

245
472 (93%)

354
381 (7.6%)

1.44
0.81 (−44%)

Ratio

Exp.
Calc.

43.4
36.3 (−16%)

5.86
6.50 (10.9%)

0.14
0.18 (32%)

In contrast to the quantitative agreement in the force value, the ∆f curves show
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent values. For example, the diﬀerence between the largest peak and
valley in the ∆f curves are 960 Hz and 49 kHz for the NCH and USC cantilevers,
respectively. These ∆f values should respectively correspond to 0.17 and 0.20 nN force.
Thus, the force sensitivity (Sf ) obtained by the NCH and USC cantilevers is 5.65 and
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Figure 7. (a), (b) ∆f versus distance curves obtained with NCH and USC cantilevers.
The black lines show raw data (sampling rate: 2 kHz, tip velocity: 1 nm/s, B = 100
Hz). The smoothed curves are obtained by averaging ten adjacent data points (red
lines in color). A = 0.112 nm, k = 52.1 N/m, f0∗ = 149.8 kHz and Q∗ = Q∗d = 8.8
for the NCH cantilever. A = 0.136 nm, k = 24.0 N/m, f0∗ = 3.08 MHz, Q∗ = 6.3 and
Q∗d = 15 for the USC cantilever. Note that ∆f values are multiplied by a correction
factor Q∗d /Q∗ for compensating the error caused by the phase delay in the cantilever
excitation loop[38]. (c), (d) The smoothed curves are converted to force versus distance
curves using the formula reported by Sader and Jarvis. (e), (f) The frequency spectral
density distributions of the ∆f versus distance curves (raw data). The dotted lines
(11). Note that these calculated
correspond to nf B values calculated from equation
p
values are multiplied by a correction factor Q∗d /Q∗ for the same reason as described
above.

245 THz/N, respectively. The result shows that Sf is enhanced by 43 times using a
small cantilever.
Equation (10) describing Fmin is obtained by taking the ratio of nf B divided by Sf .
While nf B is given by equation (11), Sf is given by
f0
.
(12)
2kA
Equation (11) is valid for any oscillation amplitude while equation (12) is valid only when
A is small enough to consider the force gradient to be constant (i.e. small amplitude
approximation). In this experiment, A (≈ 0.1 nm) is comparable to the length scale of
Sf =
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the force variation. Thus, the small amplitude approximation should give some error
in the estimation of Sf . Here, we estimate this error and discuss the validity of the
discussions made in this paper.
From equation (12), Sf obtained with the NCH and USC cantilevers are calculated
to be 13.0 and 472 THz/N, respectively. Compared with the experimentally measured
values, the calculated values contain 130% and 93% errors for the NCH and USC
cantilevers, respectively. Although these errors are not necessarily small, they are
acceptable for order estimation.
Compared with the Sf values, the relative improvement in Sf can be more
accurately estimated. This is because Sf is proportional to f0 /k not only in equation
(12) but also in the accurate formula describing Sf [42]. In fact, the improvement in
Sf calculated from equation (12) is 36.3 times, which contains −16% error compared
with the experimentally measured value. This error is small enough to support the
discussions made in the paper.
For quantitative estimation of noise in the force curves, we have converted the ∆f
curves (raw data) to frequency spectral density (FSD) distributions [ﬁgures 7(e) and
7(f)]. The FSD spectrum obtained with the USC cantilever [ﬁgure 7(f)] shows a clear
peak around 3 Hz as indicated by an arrow. As the tip velocity during the measurement
was 1 nm/s, this peak corresponds to the oscillatory behavior of the ∆f curves with a
peak spacing of approximately 0.3 nm. In the FSD spectrum obtained with the NCH
cantilever [ﬁgure 7(e)], such a peak is barely recognized due to the large noise. These
results show that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the ∆f curve is signiﬁcanly improved
by using the USC cantilever. Owing to the high SNR in the ∆f curve obtained by the
USC cantilever, we can recognize the small peak corresponding to the third hydration
layer [ﬁgure 7(b)]. However, it is not visible in the curve obtained by the NCH cantilever
due to the low SNR [ﬁgure 7(a)].
We have calculated nf B
√ from equation (11) for the NCH and USC cantilevers and
obtained 5.86 and 44.7 Hz/ Hz, respectively. For the both FSD spectra, the calculated
values (dotted lines) agree with the ﬂoor noise level. We estimated the ﬂoor noise level
by averaging the
√ FSD values at the frequency range from 10 to 100 Hz and obtained 6.04
and 35.4 Hz/ Hz for the NCH and USC cantilevers. From these nf B values and B =
100 Hz, we calculated total frequency noise (δf ) and summarized in table 3. The table
shows that the error contained in the calculated δf values is less than ±10%, which is
within the acceptable range to support the discussions made in this paper.
From the experientally measured Sf and δf values, we have calculated Fmin and
obtained 10.7 and 1.44 pN for the NCH and USC cantilevers, respectively. The result
shows that Fmin is improved by 7.1 times using a small cantilever. From equation (10),
this improvement was estimated to be 5.6 times, which contains 32% error compared
with the experimentally obtained value. This error is also small enough to support the
discussions made in this paper.
In this experiment, we have measured hydration forces and conﬁrmed the
improvement in Fmin obtained by the small cantilever. Among various force components,
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hydration force has one of the shortest interaction length (≈ 0.3 nm). Even for such a
severe condition, the Fmin value calculated with the small amplitude approximation was
comparable to the experimentally obtained one. Therefore, the same discussion should
hold for most of the other force components.
6. Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated the FM-AFM performance obtained by various
cantilevers with diﬀerent dimensions from theoretical and experimental aspects. We
experimentally conﬁrmed that the smaller cantilever actually provides the lower Fmin
owing to the higher f0 as theoretically expected. While this rule is always valid far from
the surface, it can fail near the surface due to the Q damping caused by the squeeze
ﬁlm eﬀect. To avoid this, the tip height should be suﬃciently long compared with the
cantilever width.
We have revealed two important issues to be overcome for applying a small
cantilever to atomic-resolution FM-AFM imaging. The stable excitation of a small
cantilever requires much higher pointing stability of the excitation laser beam than
that for a long cantilever. We have presented a way to satisfy this requirement using
a TEC laser diode module driven with an ACC driver and a polarization-maintaining
optical ﬁber. We also found that atomic-resolution imaging with a carbon EBD tip is
very diﬃcult due to the weak interaction between the carbon tip and sample surface.
However, we have shown that the tip-sample interaction can be greatly enhanced by
coating the EBD tip with Si. Finally, using the improved photothermal excitation setup
and Si-coated EBD tip, we have demonstrated stable atomic-resolution imaging of mica
in liquid by a small cantilever with a megahertz-order resonance frequency. In addition,
we have experimentally demonstrated the improvement in Fmin obtained by the small
cantilever in the measurements of oscillatory hydration forces.
So far, Fmin obtained by FM-AFM in liquid has been just as much as required
for the atomic-resolution imaging. In this study, we experimentally demonstrated
∗
obtained by the small cantilever. This improvement
seven-fold improvement in Fmin
should provide enough margin to secure reproducibility, reliability and eﬃciency in the
atomic-scale applications. In addition, the improvement in Fmin should also improve
the performance of surface property measurement techniques combined with FM-AFM,
where their resolution has still been limited by the force sensitivity. Furthermore, the
sevel-fold improvement in Fmin corresponds to 49-fold improvement in the operation
speed. So far, an atomic-resolution image is typically obtained in 50–100 sec with a
standard cantilever. Thus, we should be able to obtain the same image in 1–2 sec
with a small cantilever. Therefore, the achievements obtained in this study should also
contribute to the development of high-speed FM-AFM.
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